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What is?

Hybrid Questions
Hybrid Questions is a module application that serves for questioning and surveying TV
viewers directly on the TV screen while having real-time statistics and reports. Due to this
Questions application it is possible to find out TV viewers opinion for example on a certain
hot topic that is on air in linear broadcast. As well it is possible to collect TV viewers data
and preference in long-term period. Crucial benefit is its rapidness, broad spectrum of its
utilization and low-cost per survey.
Two basic products of Hybrid Questions are now available:
1) Quick Poll: displays automatically without TV viewers' actions
2) Survey: announced by "Red Button", where TV viewer click-thru fullpage application

Do you agree with Boris Johnson's
statement on Brexit?

YES

NO

Benefits
Real- time voting
Two way communication channel; Crowdsourcing
Contextual to linear broadcast programe
Quick and simple poll development within few minutes
Instant response collection, '000s per hour
Possibility to target the audience that responding the poll
Real-time statistics and reporting
Low-cost price for a survey with high audience reach

Usage possibilities
1. Commercial
a) Polls and surveys for advertisers
b) Surveys for campaign memorization (spot related polls)
c) Advertisers'product voting - focus group

2. Programming
a) Programme related questioning ("Will you watch...?")
b) Preference related questioning related to shows/actors/hosts
c) VOD services, TVOD services related questioning, paid services (willingness to pay)
d) Questioning related to reason TV viewer did not watch the programme

3. News/Content
a) Fast poll during the programe (f.e. political discussion)
b) Voting during the show (f.e. Who wants to be millionaire?)
c) Fact check and message understandability during the live broadcast (reportage)
d) Political surveys, preferences and polls
e) Sport events - betting, expected results

4. Marketing and self-promotion
a) Self-promotion questioning on effectivity (new series launch) and its effect on audience
b) Questioning on scheduled broadcasting time among TV viewers and its preferences do
c) Questioning on type of programe
d) Questioning on graphics and design
e) Questioning whether TV viewer is going to watch the programe

5. Research
a) Social-demographics survey
b) Knowledge based survey
c) Households survey

6. Technical
a) Services functionality survey
b) User-friendliness of service survey
c) Troubleshooting and Customer Care surveys

Products
1. Quick Poll
Quick poll is displayed automatically without TV viewer's previous action. Poll can be
launched in exact time or within time period, f.e during the show. Quick Poll is displayed
as a horizontal bar at the bottom of the TV Screen. Its display is limited to certain time
period, usually 20 seconds. If TV viewers makes no action, the Poll disappears
automatically. The poll development takes under 5 minutes and can be multiplied in the
future while easily changing questions and responses. Surveys and polls are adjustable via
web interface administration. At the same place real-time analytics and reports are
available. Together with this, Poll administrator can real-time adapt the Poll characteristics
in the real time, for instance during live broadcasted programme in order to interact with
the TV viewer.
The poll can be displayed as a text, image or by graphical template (f.e. relate to a certain
programme).
Recommended usage: political discussions, news, reality shows, contests, sport
programme, sport events.
Use case:
In political discussion programme there is a hot topic of new European Union's policy.
Editor of the show creates a quick poll with question whether "Do you agree with the new
policy?" in the web interface administration with possible answers "Yes" - "No" - "Don't
know" After its launched the Poll appears instantly on TV screens people watching the
show. People have option to show its option. During several minutes thousand of answers is
collected and the same editor can provide information of the newest Poll directly to the
studio participants.

Use case #2:
At the TV channel there is live sport event, f.e. hockey game. TV station broadcast each
evening a live match match. Sports editior crew has option to create a Quick Poll with
Hybrid Question service and let the TV viewer predict the game result of the match with a
instant banner that displays for 10 seconds time period. After the Poll ends the result how
other viewers has voted appear with graphics. TV broadcaster has additional information
and service for its news purposes. As well, it may serve for selfpromotion activities with
information what time the match will be broadcaster. As well, can be branded with
commercial sponsor, in this case Skoda Auto.
.

2. Survey
The Survey is announced with a "Red Button" graphical banner in bottom right corner and
requires user action. After TV viewer press the Red Button, full page with decent
transparency appears, while sound from the broadcast remains. Survey can be consisted
from endless number of questions and be combined with images and input field. If
necessary, questions are divided into theme sections.
Time required to set up such Survey is about 10 mins, depends on the number of questions.
Survey is basically set for certain time range or number of required answers. Major benefit
is possibility to target selected audience based on geography, its behavior, TV station, time
or type of the broadcaster programme.
In accordance with Quick Poll, Survey service is administrated by web interface where all
data are stored.

By employing Survey, in short time, it is possible to reach huge range of TV viewers and
collect preference data with a low cost in comparison to the classic personal and online
research. Vital benefit is real-time data characteristics, hence there is possibility to evaluate
outcomes shortly after the Survey ends.
Surves is used f.e. during survey aiming on viewer's satisfaction with current programme or
show, questioning concerning technical issues or news quality check.

Use case:
TV channel seeks further data concerning number of TV viewers during the programme.
Broadcaster creates a Survey where they are inquired whether TV viewer watch/did not
watch certain programme, their preferences and satisfaction. At the very end of the Survey
they inquiry about the number of people watching the programe so they better reach the
audience size.

Commercial
The service of Hybrid Questions can be also utilized for commercial purposes, namely for
Advertisers or Media Agencies, that aims to gather public opinion on their services or
products. Core benefits for them are: low price per respondent's answer, high volume of
overall answers, large audience and fast execution of the Poll or Survey.
Usage examples for commercial purposes:
a. A/B Testing
Advertiser has several chances how to display multiple product types at the same time (f.e.
product design) and observe customers' preferences based on like-dislike.
Use case: PepsiCo is going to launch new beverages edition with new etiquettes.
b. Focus Grouping
Advertiser approaches different target groups based on different characteristics (f.e.
different locations, towns, day hours...) and gathers customer' preferences.
Use case: Nesspreso is going to launch new cold served coffee drink and wants to find out
in what time period does customer serves such drinks (8:00 - 12:00; 12:00 - 16:00 etc.)
c. Post-buy feedback on customer experience
Advertisers sets question concerning customers' previous experience with the product or
service and provides rating letter of its quality.
Use case: Pilsner Urquell wants to collect information about the on-trade service and quality
of beer in restaurant in the Prague region.
d. Branding & Competition
Advertiser launches a public voting contents, f.e Guess the right result of the football match.
After that contest is evaluated and winning viewers are gift awarded.
Use case: Skoda Auto is a general partner to World Hockey Championship and bringing
TV viewers chance to guess the game results of some matches.

Options & Settings
Hybrid Questions provides several set-up settings and targeting options in order to attract
only desired target audience. Basic features are following:
Timeframe start-end (HH:MM:SS)
Maximum number of Poll/Survey to be displayed
Maximum number of collected answer
Maximum/minimum Poll/Survey to be displayed for a single TV viewer
Geographic targeting (city - county- town)
Household economic status (TV device type and price)

Poll and Surveys set-up is executed within secured web interface. Together with Survey setup page, there is also real-time graphical statistics and reports ready to export at disposal.

Analytics & Reports
Question is fully on-line service collecting and evaluating data in real-time regime. Critical
benefit is instant collection and interpretation within few minutes.
Data are collected to the web interface application that is part of administration process.
Data evaluation runs automatically based on the research, therefore it is possible to
transport those data to another party or services.
Data to be collected:
Overall number of survey displays
Overall number of voting users
Overall number of collected surveys
Number of selected answers for each question in absolute value
Number of selected answers for each question in & value
Evaluation of data in graphs
In case of open questions frequency of answers
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